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# **People of the Philippines v. Henry Arpon y Juntilla**

## **Facts:**
In a series of unfortunate events, Henry Arpon y Juntilla faces charges for multiple rapes
occurring intermittently between 1995 and 1999. The accused, an uncle to the victim AAA, a
child aged between 8 and 12 during the assaults, allegedly raped her five times in July 1999
and twice in August 1999.

### **Initial Proceedings:**
1. **Original Complaint:** The formal criminal complaint was lodged on December 29, 1999
with eight informations for rape filed in separate criminal cases: one for events in 1995, five
for July 1999, and two for August 1999.

2. **Arraignment:** On November 28, 2000, Arpon pleaded not guilty to all charges during
arraignment.

3.  **Pre-trial:**  Conducted on March 13,  2001,  it  produced stipulations  regarding the
accused’s relationship to the victim, her minority, and his identity. The trial underwent
consolidation.

### **Trial Proceedings:**
1. **Prosecution Testimony:** AAA presented consistent yet painful recounting of events
detailing  each  rape,  corroborated  by  a  medical  examination  revealing  old  and  healed
lacerations.
2. **Defense Testimony:** Arpon’s defense consisted of alibi and fixed employment during
specified times contradicting the presence at the crime scene. He also asserted he was 13
during the first alleged act in 1995, aiming to mitigate his criminal liability.

### **Decisions:**
1. **RTC Decision (September 9, 2002):** Found Arpon guilty of one count of statutory rape
and seven counts of rape, sentencing him to death and awarding damages.
2. **Court of Appeals (February 8, 2008):** Affirmed RTC decision but modified to reclusion
perpetua due to the abolition of the death penalty, and awarded exemplary damages.

### **Appeal Process:**
– The case reached the Supreme Court by automatic review, as the death penalty had been
imposed. Post-review, it was remanded to the Court of Appeals as per the Mateo ruling.
Subsequent decisions were appealed and retained for further Supreme Court review.
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## **Issues:**
1. **Credibility and Sufficiency of Evidence:** Were the inconsistencies in AAA’s testimony
sufficient to discredit the prosecution’s case?
2. **Qualifying Circumstances:** Were the minority and relationship between the victim and
the  accused  sufficiently  proven  to  qualify  rape  as  statutory  and  as  grounds  for  the
heightened penalty?
3. **Appropriate Sentencing for Minority:** Should Arpon’s age at the time of the first
incident affect his criminal responsibility?

## **Court’s Decision:**
### **Credibility of Testimony:**
– **Consistency of Victim’s Testimony:** The court found AAA’s testimony credible. While
minor inconsistencies existed, these did not undermine the gravamen of forced sexual acts.

### **Sufficiency of Evidence:**
– **Number of Rapes:** Court only affirmed three rape incidents as unequivocally proven.
The remaining instances fell short of moral certainty demanded by law.
– **Corroborative Evidence:** The medical evidence supported the occurrence of rape.

### **Qualifying Circumstances (Minority and Relationship):**
– **Proof of Relationship:** Admission of pre-trial agreements on the relationship and age
negated defense claims of insufficient proof.
–  **Influence and Threat:** Established moral ascendancy and sufficiently qualified the
rapes for enhanced sentences.

### **Sentencing for Minority:**
– **Juvenile Consideration:** Given that Arpon was 13 and below 18 during acts, recent laws
reduced  culpability.  Exemptions  applied  for  the  1995  incident,  sentencing  immutable
despite moral discernment of threats towards younger sibling.

## **Doctrine:**
1. **Testimony Credibility:** Minor inconsistencies do not invalidate victim’s testimony in
rape if core assertions consistent.
2. **Qualifying Rape:** Relationship and minority must be alleged and proven, or admitted.
3. **Criminal Responsibility under Juvenile Justice:** Reduction or exemption in liability for
minors per current laws, with detailed procedures for post-conviction rehabilitation.

## **Class Notes:**
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– **Definitions and Elements to Review:**
– **Statutory Rape:** Carnal knowledge of someone under 12.
– **Qualified Rape:** Involves conditions heightening sentence e.g., minor’s age, familial
relationship.
–  **Moral  Ascendency  in  Rape:**  Replaces  traditional  force  requirements  in  familial
circumstances.
– **Legal Provisions:**
– **Article 266-A and 266-B, Revised Penal Code (As amended by RA 8353):**
Specific clauses on statutory, simple, and qualified rape.
– **RA 9344, Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act of 2006:** Introduces provisions for youth
offending.

## **Historical Background:**
In the late 1990s, notable legal reforms in the Philippines reshaped the treatment of heinous
crimes and juvenile delinquencies. The Anti-Rape Law of 1997 redefined rape, increasing
protective  measures  for  minors,  while  the  Juvenile  Justice  and  Welfare  Act  of  2006
reoriented youth liability protocols.  This case sits at the confluence, verifying statutory
changes impact coupled with the steadfast applicability of traditional legal principles.


